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Killer-Fish

The Brad’s Killer-Fish Series are a diving plug with a tremendous salmon-agitating action 

combined with rattles for an irresistible offering.* Killer-Fish are designed to run true out of 

the package with superior strength. They are engineered with a wide opening around the 

eye for easy tunability. Killer-Fish are equipped with USA made Duo-Lock Snaps, VMC 

Hooks, and premium paint finishes to meet the demands from the most avid fishermen. 
Brad’s Killer-Fish can be fished by flatline or weighted trolling, plunking, or back trolling. 

Wrapping: While Killer-Fish can be fished unwrapped, the most deadly 
effective method is to wrap your Killer-Fish with a bait fillet or chopped 
bait. Sardine, herring, anchovy, smelt, coon shrimp, or oil packed tuna are 
very effective options. Center your fillet or chopped bait around the belly 
eyelet of your Killer-Fish. If your wrap is not centered, it can change the 
action of your Killer-Fish. Secure your wrap with elastic thread or small 
rubber bands. (Video tutorials on www.BradsKillerFishingGear.com)
Tuning:  If your Brad’s Killer-Fish swims to one side, hold the lure facing 
you and very slightly turn the eyelet opposite the direction your Killer-Fish 
is swimming. Continue to adjust in small increments until corrected.
Single Hook Option: If local regulations only allow for a single hook point, 
use a Brad’s Barrel Swivel and an open-eye single hook off the back.

For more information, please visit our website: www.BradsKillerFishingGear.com

Adding a second Brad’s Split Ring above 

your treble hooks is a technique some 

anglers use to:

1. Allows greater rotation to the hooks
2. Gives fish less leverage when rolling
3. Spaces your hook back slightly farther

Killer-Fish Leader

4’ of #30 - #60 test
Lead Dropper Line
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See Reverse for More

Plunking Killer-Fish

Plunking Killer-Fish is an extremely effective 
technique in waters that have enough current to 
dive the plug when you are holding stationary, 
whether anchored or fishing from shore. Rig your 
Killer-Fish with a sliding weight system and longer 
dropper line. A common length for Plunking 
Killer-Fish is 2’ dropper with a 4‘ leader.

* Some colors available in Non-Rattle



Tips for Success: 
- Change your wrap every 30-60 minutes. This 

ensures your scent & bait trail is fresh.

- Keep your Killer-Fish clean! Salmon can smell in 
the parts per billion, so wash them down with 
Lemon Joy Non-Ultra to remove any foreign scents.

- “Let ‘em eat it!” A salmon striking a Killer-Fish plug 
is likely one of the most exciting takedowns you’ll 
ever see, however, it is very important to let the rod 
pulse a few times before picking it up. Picking up 
your rod too soon can rip the Killer-Fish right out of 
the salmon’s mouth. Patience pays off, and will lead 
to more solid hook-ups.

Mainline
40# - 60# Braid

Killer-Fish Leader

4’ - 6’ of #30 - #60 test
Lead Dropper Line

12” of #12 test

Brad’s 6 Bead Chain

Brad’s Barrel Swivel

Lead or Diver
4oz - 12oz lead or 

preferred diver
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Killer-Fish

For more information, please visit our website: www.BradsKillerFishingGear.com

Back-Trolling: Face your boat up stream and 
above the area you want to run your plugs through, and 
hold your boat in place as though you were anchored. 
Send your Killer-Fish out the back of your boat; once you 
stop feeding line your Killer-Fish will catch current, dive, 
and start to wiggle. Work your Killer-Fish through the 
hole by slowly sliding down river, making sure to move 
slower than the current to ensure your Killer-Fish is 
catching the current and working fully.  

Flatline & Weighted Trolling: On 
average, a Brad’s Killer-Fish will dive approximately 
8-12 feet when run without weights. Actual diving 
depths vary based on speed of current, line 
diameter, and length of line out. To increase diving 
depth, you can use a free-sliding or fixed weight or 
diver.

Send us your success photos on Facebook or Instagram! @BradsKillerFishingGear

KF14 
4”

KF15
4 - 3/4”

KF16
5 - 1/4”

Killer-Fish Sizes


